
Docker
PostgreSQL

Go
Node.js
GraphQL

Tailwind CSS
Turborepo

Next.js
React
TypeScript

Skills

- Architected and built a scalable REST API

- Architected and operated a cloud-native infrastructure

- Defined processes and systems for team communication and collaboration

- Helped define and design our product and features

Technical Co-Founder | Odeon - Remote Apr 2018 – Dec 2020

I helped build the Inngest Cloud Dashboard. A monitoring tool built with Next.js (App 
Router) and a GraphQL API (Go).

Software Engineer | Inngest - Remote Mar 2023 – Mar 2024

I was responsible for designing and building Covalent's first web app.

Founding Engineer | Covalent - Remote Dec 2021 – Jun 2022

I led the development of an internal tool for reviewing student sessions which involved 
video recordings and generated transcripts through speech recognition.

Software Engineer | Synthesis - Remote Aug 2022 – Nov 2022

Experience

Product Engineer with 10 years of experience. I started a career in software 
engineering at 16. I initially worked at a Swiss college for 4 years, building products 
from ideation to launch.



Later on, I co-founded a startup in the US that went on to raise $1M. I architected and 
built a scalable video platform API with paid subscriptions and hired our first 
employee. For the past 6 years, I’ve been building and shipping products at startups.

igassmann.me | igor@igassmann.me

Remote | Switzerland

Igor Gassmann



Work

Covalent | Web App

Inngest | Web App

Athem | Creative Website

Odeon | Video Platofrm

Same championship than above.

2st Place in the 2015 Regional ICT Championships in Systems and Networks

A Swiss championship on networks and computer systems. It was organized by ICT-
Berufsbildung Schweiz, a recognized Swiss organization that is responsible for the 
education standards of Swiss IT professionals. During the competition, I was faced 
against other professionals to put in place a complete network and server 
infrastructure with the highest quality standards in a short time.

1st Place in the 2016 Regional ICT Championships in Systems and Networks

Awards

HEIA-FR is a higher education institution based in Switzerland. I apprenticed as a 
Software Developer and was taught web development, system management, network 
design, and project management. I graduated with a Federal VET Diploma.

HEIA-FR | Apprenticeship in Computer Science Sep 2013 – Jun 2017

On Deck First 50 is an 8-week program for ambitious and talented professionals who 
want to land roles at breakout startups. It connected me to a global startup 
ecosystem with a stronghold in North America.

On Deck | First 50 Fellowship May 2021 – July 2021

Education


